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Hope Creek Operations

March 26, 1991

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desh
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

llOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. 50-354
UNIT NO. 1
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 90-029-01

A revised abstract in l'eing submitted for the subject LER.
When the original LER was submitted, coded Iioldo 14 and 15
(Supplemental Report Expected?) indicated that a revised LER
would bn submitted. The fields were coded in error on an early
drafL of the document, prior to approval. Subsequent to
completion of the draft, sufficient information regarding the
event became known auch that a a supplement in/was not
required. When the completed LER was submitted, the coding on
fielda 14 and 15 was not removed. The purpose of thio letter
in to resubm1; the original abatract with the corrected
supplemental report fields.

Sincerely,
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On 11/26/90 at 1119, while energizing the channel "A" 1P.5VDC Battery
Charger during the performance of an 18 month capacity test, the charger
output voltage apike.1 high and initiated an electrical ayotem response
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that resulted in actuation of the Channel "A" Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) logic. Actuation of the ECCS logic cauned the following
ECCb responses: i n i t i a '. i on of the Core Spray (CS) system, Low Pressure
Coolant Injection (LPCI) mcade of the lhsidual lieat Removal (RHR) ayotem,
High Pressure Coolant Injection (llPCI) system, "A" Emergency Diesel
Generator (EDG), and I,oss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) load nhodding of the
"A" vital electrical bus. During the course of the above ECCS actuations,
ilPCI injected to the reactor vousel for approximately 4 neconda prior to
being secured. An unusual event (UE) was declared at 1143 due to the ECCS
injection to the vencel, and was immediately terminated due to the short
duration of the injection. All affected systemo were returned to a normal,
atandby statun, and the plant returned to a normal operating
configuration. S ubs eclu en t investigation determined that multiple causes
contributed to this event, including failure of a battery charger control
logic card, and a 3ess than optimum design of the ECCS actuation
instrumentation power distribution scheme. Corrective actions included,
scheduling implementation of a previously identified design change on the
ECCS instrument power diot rf bution scheme, replacing control logic cards
on the Channel "A" Battery Charger, forwarding the failed logic card to
the vendor for evaluation, and reviewing the integrated response -of plant
systema to the event.
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